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Fall Events preview

WHAT’S INSIDE:

Keep in mind / mark your
calendars for the kick-off of
the Fall season with several
planned activities.

Matt Watroba. Note that the
coffeehouse is scheduled on
Sept. 23rd and not the usual
last Saturday of the month.

Sat, Sept 16: Garage Sale
benefiting Central Ohio
Folk Festival (COFF): Items
can be dropped off at Linda
McDonald’s: 444 Oakland Park
Avenue (Clintonville).

Sat evening, Sept 30:
COFF benefit concert at
El Vaquero’s featuring two
acts: “Chris & Rose” and
Whinestopper. It will be a
great evening. Food and drink
service available. El Vaquero’s
is located in Clintonville at:
3230 Olentangy River Rd,
Columbus, OH 43202.

Sat evening, Sept 23:
FolkSide Coffeehouse
season opens - first show
features singer-songwriter
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The New Lost City Ramblers:
they brought the mountains
to the cities – John Cohen, Mike
Seeger, Tracy Schwarz

Note: The New Lost City Ramblers were
a contemporary old-time string band
formed in New York City in1958 during
the Folk Revival. The founding members
of the Ramblers (or NLCR) were Mike
Seeger, John Cohen, and Tom Paley.
Paley left the group in 1962 and was
replaced by Tracy Schwarz. Seeger

by Scott Alarik

died of cancer in 2009. The New Lost
City Ramblers not only participated in
the old-time music revival, but have
continued to directly influence countless
musicians who have followed. What
follows is an article penned in 1998
about the group and their influence.
See New Lost City Ramblers – page 4

Mike Seeger plays gourd banjo during his
presentation (2006) to old-time music enthusiasts at
“Breakin’ Up Winter” outside Nashville.
Photo by Fiddlefellar. Wikipedia Commons.
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Tribute to Long time CFMS member &
volunteer, Joe Baringhaus

article by Bill Cohen

Joe Baringhaus was many things: a husband, an
amateur cook, a dulcimer player, and an industrial
boiler expert for the state of Ohio. But many of us
in the Columbus Folk Music Society knew him and
loved him for another of his roles: volunteer.

For many years, Joe volunteered on the board of
CFMS. He faithfully attended dozens of meetings
and never hesitated to contribute his own clear
opinions on everything from sound equipment and
performer pay to coffeehouse activities and our
outreach to poor youngsters on the Southwest side.
During the few times when disagreement sparked
tension, Joe volunteered his humor to draw laughs
that calmed us all down.
The technical expertise that Joe donated as head
of logistics for the annual Central Ohio Folk Festival
(COFF) was invaluable. As a carpenter, electrician,
golf cart driver, and logistics planner, Joe worked
hundreds of hours on what he often felt was “his
baby,” the festival. Multiply those many hours by
$25 or $60 or whatever those jobs are worth these
days per hour, and you can see the monetary value
of what Joe contributed as a volunteer.
But the monetary value of Joe’s role was obviously
only part of his contribution. His spirit and his
love for our work were also a shining example. He
absolutely loved solving some logistics dilemma or
finishing a building project by using scrap materials
and an ingenious design. The goal was always the
same – spreading his love of folk music to as many
people as possible.
Without dedicated volunteers like Joe Baringhaus,
the Columbus Folk Music Society and the Central
Ohio Folk Festival would simply not exist.

“

One of the things that Joe loved was to
come to our backyard campfires. If we started
at eight, Joe was here at 8:00:01 P.M. and was
always the first! He used to call each event
‘summer camp for grown-ups’ and nicknamed
it ‘the night of 1,000 candles!’

“I loved when Joe drove the golf cart at COFF.
At least once each year he would INSIST that I
take time away from what I was doing and drive
me to the water! He knew a good thing when
he saw it.
“I wish he were around to be able to smoke
one of the hand-rolled Cohiba cigars that our
daughter Hannah brought with her from Cuba.
He would have loved it so much.
“Rest easy Joe. You deserve it.”

Randi Cohen

As one of our favorite singing duos, Mustard’s
Retreat, has reminded us in song: “Let’s Hear it for
the Volunteers.” While we mourn the passing of our
friend, Joe Baringhaus, let’s sing that song again
and keep Joe in our thoughts and in our hearts.
Page 2									
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Where do we begin? One of our favorite
memories of Joe was when he was ‘Vana’ at our
live auctions for the Central Ohio Folk Festival. He
always produced laughs and interest in the item
being auctioned whether it was something edible
or wearable. He would entice people to bid simply
because he was himself having a great time.

“

When I think of Joe I remember a COFF ‘Meet
and Greet’ (probably in 2014) when Joe unveiled
the Robin Righettini Worst Song Contest Trophy.
I was moved that Joe had been so creative and
thoughtful. It meant very much to me. Another
thought about Joe is how he really believed in the
Kirby Scholarship program. I served on the Kirby
Scholarship Committee with Joe and admired
how much he believed in supporting children in
their musical endeavors.”
Jane VanAuken

“

My favorite
story about
Joe is how I
made a stop
at the butcher
shop before
going to the
festival debrief
one year. After
we completed
business, I said
I had something
to say to Joe. I
told him, ‘You
really worked
your butt off
again this year.
So, I decided
we needed to replace it.’ Then I handed him the
pork butt I bought. He looked at it and looked at
me. He started laughing and shaking his head. . .
again looking at me and looking at the piece of
meat over and over. Finally, he threw his hands
up and said, ‘you win!’ For the first time in my
memory he did not have a snappy comeback!”
					
Linda Bolles

“Joe enjoyed cooking as well as eating as his
stature proved. At one of our ‘Meet and Greets’
we found out why he enjoyed cooking so [much].
He insisted on making exotic waffles for anyone
who wanted. After all the food was consumed
and the kitchen crew was beginning to clear up, it
was discovered Joe’s waffle iron, bowl for batter,
and any implements he needed to use were
not cleaned up. His explanation ‘I don’t do the
cleaning up I only make the food. It’s Lidiya’s duty
to do the rest.’ Those of us who had to wipe up
spilled batter, flour and whatever else, put all of his
equipment in a large brown bag as it was and he
gladly took it home thinking we washed everything.
“Needless to say, he never offered to make waffles
again! Wonder what Lidiya had to say about it???
“Joe’s personality was such that he could make
anyone anywhere feel comfortable and welcomed.
He was a teacher also, in that he loved to show
people how to play the dulcimer in ‘Five minutes
or less.’ People, adults and children alike were
amazed that he was correct.
“At the COFF, Joe was one of the hardest working
people – being the first one in and last one out. He
would always arrive long before anyone else and
would tell me of sitting and watching the deer in
the meadow. At the close of each day’s activities,
Joe would make sure everything was as it should
be and would tell us to go on home and he would
finish up. His parting comment at that time was
‘I can’t wait to get home, have a bath and two
fingers of Tullamore Dew.’ (Two fingers being
measured between the index and little finger).
We will miss you Joe, we couldn’t have done it
without you. Yes as the song says ‘We’ll laugh,
we’ll cry and we’ll sing.’”

Sharon and Art Mittenbergs
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“

Joe was hilarious as emcee of our monthly
coffeehouses. One of his pranks stands out in my
memory. Just before a big election, a somber-faced Joe
told the audience he knew that CFMS’s tax-exempt status
bans us from being political. But, he said, the stakes in
the election were so high, he felt compelled to declare an
endorsement. We held our collective breath, worrying that
Joe would proclaim a serious endorsement and get us all
in trouble. We breathed a sigh of relief and laughed, as he
proudly revealed his tee-shirt, endorsing a TV character,
nerdy physicist Sheldon Cooper from ‘Big Bang Theory.’
“Joe was proud of his logistic work for the Central Ohio
Folk Festival, and he had good reason to feel that way.
For his projects, he’d always come in well below budget
by using scrap building supplies. One of his most famous
accomplishments: the heating system that warms
the main tent at COFF. It uses an inexpensive giant
plastic ‘tube’ with holes punched in it to distribute heat
throughout the huge tent. That’s been a saving grace on
some chilly Saturday nights, and it will serve as yet another
way to remember Joe for years.”		
Bill Cohen

New Lost City Ramblers – from page 1

If you measure success by
records sold or hits that topped
the charts, the New Lost City
Ramblers are not even a blip
on the music industry screen. If
you gauge their success by how
many people they inspired to
carry on the musical traditions
they championed, however, the
trio must be counted among the
most successful groups in the
history of American folk music.
Almost by themselves, they
sparked an urban revival of
Southern old-time, folk, and
traditional country music in the
late ‘50s and early ‘60s. That led
to a great string band revival in
the 70s, driven by new bands
like the Red Clay Ramblers and
the Highwoods String Band,
who nearly all counted the

Ramblers as primary influences.
Today, thousands of fiddlers,
guitarists, banjo players, and
mandolin pickers, professional
and amateur, trace their musical
roots to the exuberant, playful
and deeply traditional music of
the New Lost City Ramblers.
Founding member John Cohen
said, “Jeff Rosen, who is Bob
Dylan’s manager, once told me
that the biggest contribution
the Ramblers made is that we
showed urban people that you
could play traditional music and
still be yourself.”
That authenticity, both personal
and artistic, was a hallmark of the
Ramblers’s style and approach.
The music they played was rural
and rustic, wild and raw. The
band’s members, however, were
all urban intellectuals. Cohen and
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Tom Paley met while at Yale in
the mid-’50s. The band formed
when Mike Seeger, of the folk
singing Seeger family, joined
them on a live radio show in
1958.
“There were very, very few
people playing old-time music in
the city,” said Seeger, “and in the
country it was kind of moribund;
the old-timers and country music
people were giving it up, and
didn’t really come back to it
until sometime in the late ‘60s. I
guess people felt we were kind
of a fresh sound. You know,
people by then had tried to do
about everything they could to
this old-time music but play it in
the old, original way.”
Activists in the folk world felt
there was a need for a band of
See New Lost City Ramblers – page 5
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attractive, sophisticated young
people who played authentic
old-time music, and the trio had
a contract on Folkways Records
before they’d even thought up
a name. For the record, there
never was an old Lost City
Ramblers; Cohen just liked the
contrasting sound of “new” and
“lost,” “city” and “ramblers.’

immediately evident. At first, they
invited people in the audience
to bring instruments up and jam
with them. When they became
too popular to manage that,
they still accepted invitations
to local picking parties and did
daytime participatory workshops.
Everything about their approach
promoted the idea that this
music was meant for everybody,
not just for stars to sing and fans
to admire from afar. This was
front-porch, hoedown, hands-on
music, and a new generation of

“That first record might have sold
400 copies the first year,” said
Cohen, “but it was to people
doing folk festivals in Berkeley
and Los Angeles and
“For
Chicago; it really traveled.”
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audiences. We showed that you
can play this music even if you’re
not born and raised in West
Virginia. The idea of people who
grew up the way we did going
out and playing this music was
pretty foreign and unaccepted
then, both by the music business
and by academics and folklorists.
I think it’s less so now, and the
Ramblers may have had an
effect on that.”

The Ramblers never broke up;
they just, as Seeger put it, took
a few five-year vacations here
and there. . . . Seeger has
the record, there never
gone on to an important solo
career, both as performer
was an old Lost City Ramblers;
As did they. They were
and presenter of older
soon crisscrossing
Cohen just liked the contrasting
traditional artists. Cohen has
America, playing primarily
sound of ‘new’ and ‘lost,’ ‘city’
had an equally important
on college campuses,
career as photographer
and ‘ramblers.’”
where their authentic
and filmmaker of the same
sounds and fresh, urbane
players, including Dylan, Jerry
traditional masters, allowing
wit made them cherished figures. Garcia, David Bromberg, and
urban audiences front-porch
It was the era of the pin-striped,
David Grisman, claimed the
seats to hear the old music in its
crew-cut campus folk group,
Ramblers as seminal influences.
natural environs. Schwarz was
but where their arrangements
Among them was Tracy
a driving force behind the Cajun
were pop-bopping and squeakySchwarz, who replaced Paley in
music revival of the 70s.
clean, the Ramblers sound
1963.
Seeger said, “When I go to oldwas richly informed by the wild
“We made it clear we were
time music gatherings and hear
dissonance, evocative rural
just
catalysts,”
he
said,
“that
good younger musicians playing
lyricism, and twangy pulse of
this music, and see people
traditional music.
“the Ramblers sound was
who just have string bands for
“We were offended by more
their own pleasure, it makes
richly informed by the wild
commercial acts like the
me very happy. And whenever
Kingston Trio,” said Cohen,
dissonance, evocative rural
I see a kid in our audience
“and wanted to make this
lyricism,
and
twangy
pulse
of
with orange hair and earrings,
more authentic approach to
I think, wow, those are the
the music available. It hadn’t traditional music.”
kids who were listening to
been heard in the cities, at
we knew where the music
us
in
the ‘60s; a little rebellious
least not played by live, young
came from, knew the people
and reaching out for something
musicians. Nobody was playing
who made it, but also that we
different. I just think that’s great.”
fiddle in these folk groups at the
knew who we were playing for.
time, and Mike bringing in the
—November 20, 1998, Deep Community:
We weren’t posing as country
Adventures
in the Modern Folk Underground,
autoharp—this was all new.”
boys; we were obviously
p.187. by Scott Alarik. Used with permission.
Their missionary zeal was
college-educated, more like our
www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org 									Page 5
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PBS Series Shows Roots
of American Folk Music
by Bill Cohen

“It was the first
time America
heard itself.”

That’s the way a 4-part PBS
series, “American Epic,”
describes what happened
in the 1920’s when newlyborn record companies
auditioned thousands of
ordinary Americans playing and
singing their own home-spun
music in the mountain hollows
of Tennessee and Virginia, in
the poor African-American
neighborhoods of Chicago and
New York City, and even in some
small towns scattered across
farm country.
The marriage of two inventions
– electricity and machines
that made thick brittle 78 rpm

records – was the key to this
phenomenon. The hour-long
TV programs feature grainy
black and white film footage of
Appalachian guitar strummers,
black sharecropper banjo
pickers, Hawaiian flat guitar

players, Native American singers,
and other ethnic groups. You
can hear them auditioning in
response to newspapers ads the
record companies placed, asking
“Can you sing or play old-time
music?”
One program in the series
highlights the groundbreaking
music of A.P. Carter, who, with
his wife Sara and her teenage
cousin Maybelle, created the
Carter family singers. He’s often
called the founder of modern
country music. They were paid
$50 for each song they recorded.
As an adult grandchild recalls:
“They thought that was great. It
was enough to get ‘em through
the Depression. (But really) It was
about music, not money.”
Wailing blues tunes by
Mississippi John Hurt, chants
from Native Americans, and a
tune by the hard-to-categorize
Memphis Jug Band in 1928
symbolize the wide diversity of
this music from nearly a century
ago.
The “American Epic” programs
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demonstrate how these
early authentic American
folk songs influenced later
generations of musicians.
In fact, the shows feature
modern-day folks like
Willie Nelson, Taj Mahal,
Jack White, the Mexican
band Los Lobos, and the
rapper Nas thanking the
early music pioneers for
inspiring them.
Ironically, although the
many musical genres that
the PBS shows put into
the spotlight seem so distinct,
decades later in the 1950’s,
elements of several of them
got cooked up together in an
American melting pot that gave
us a totally new musical genre
that lives on today: rock and roll.
“American Epic” has already
aired on local PBS station
WOSU-TV. But if you missed
it, you can still view all 4 parts
on your computer. Here are the
links that will start you on your
journey into the past.
First episode: www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Wbx7Pn87uGQ.
American Epic Trailer:
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=35ySbl4kzE4.
Watch all episodes at: PBS.org
(need to be or sign up as a PBS
Passport member): www.pbs.
org/video/3001259325/.
Editors Note: The four part series
is also available on DVD in addition
to a 5 CD collection of 100 original
recordings from the 20s and 30s and a
companion book about the American
Epic Sessions. Available at: www.
shoppbs.org. Query American Epic.
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Seriously folks, post this on your frig!

Save the Date . . .

The Saturday Music Jam at
Worthington Farmer’s Market
9:30-11:30am – S.E. quad of
Worthington Square (outside)
every Saturday morning. All
are welcome to play. Consider
bringing a chair.

Wednesdays, August 8 &
22, 2-3pm: Jam at Laurels
of Worthington (for Memory
Care Unit) – 1030 N. High St.,
Worthington. Contact Dan Clarke
at: dan41n@att.net for info or to
be put on an e-mail list.

Every Wednesday, Franklin
Conservatory Jam 3:306:30pm – (main parking lot).
Contact Dan at: dan41n@att.net
for additional info.

Friday, August 18 (10am-1pm):
Columbus Commons for Kids
Event – Columbus Commons.
CFMS folks sing songs for kids.
Sound set up provided. Contact
Dan at: dan41n@att.net for info.

Every Thursday, South Side
Market (Merion Village) Jam
5-7pm – next to Tatoheads
Public House, 1297 Parsons
Avenue. Contact Dan at:
dan41n@att.net for info.

Sunday, August 27: CFMS
August Summer Picnic & Jam
(1-4pm). Hosted by Dave Fultz
at The Buckeye Boat Club,
6510 Walnut Valley Drive, Galena,
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OH 43021. Picnic & jam open
to members & non-members
alike. Bring a dish to share.
Plates/utenstils provided. Pop
& water available for 50 cents.
BYOB allowed (just not by lake).
Please note on the map, Walnut
Valley Dr. is off of Red Bank
Road, at a roughly 90 degree
curve. Directions here.

Welcome
to Our
New and
Returning
Members:
Bob Lipetz and Debra
Wetsenbuger-Lipetz (NEW)

A Musical Concert on Death ? Yep.
We’re all going to die at some point,
and the sooner that realization really
hits home, the sooner we can live
our precious lives to the fullest. With
that in mind, CFMS member Bill
Cohen is repeating a concert he calls
“Facing Death…..Celebrating Life.”

“Don’t worry,” says Bill. “This
won’t be a depressing morbid look
at death and it won’t include any
theological proselytizing either. In
fact, I’ll be including several songs
about the liberation we can feel
when we realize our inevitable deaths
give our lives meaning and open the

door for us to be the best we can
be.”

Folk songs will be a big part of this
program. But there will also be
others: all with a link to death. Bill
gives these clues: Danny Boy,
Pete Seeger, Phil Ochs, John Prine,
Shel Silverstein, Teen Angel, Sarah
McLachlan, Eddie Fisher, and Louis
Armstrong.
“Our fast-paced lives and electronic
gadgets often help us avoid even
thinking about death,” Bill says. “But
at this concert, we’ll try to slow down

following our own...

Thursday, Aug. 3: 1:30pm –
Joanie Calem: Songs That Tell
Stories. Cedarville, OH Public
Library.
Friday, August 4: 7-9pm –
Avalon Nine at Sunbear Studio
and Gallery, 3 W. Main St.,
Alexandria, Ohio. No cover.

Friday, August 18: 7:30-9pm
– Bill Cohen: “Facing Death,
Celebrating Life” concert, First
Unitarian Universalist Church,
93 W. Weisheimer, Columbus.
Free admission, but donations
gratefully accepted.

and do something different. With a
smile, a laugh, a story, and a tear or
two, we’ll acknowledge death.”
Admission is free. Donations will
be welcomed, though. Cohen
will be splitting the proceeds with
the Funeral Consumers Alliance
of Central Ohio (a group that
encourages people to plan their
funerals and memorials in advance).
The concert is Friday, August 18:
7:30-9pm at First UU Church
(details below). For more info, call
Bill at (614) 263-3851

Friday, August 18: 7-8:30pm
– Halfway Home at Music on
the Square; intersectionU.S. 62 &
Market, Berlin, OH. No cover.
Friday, August 25: 6-9pm –
Avalon Nine: Westerville 4th
Friday. State & Home Streets. No
cover.
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For credit card transactions: contact treasurer@columbusfolkmusicsociety.org. Membership amounts are tax-deductible.

Please send completed form and payment to:

The Columbus Folk Music Society
P.O. Box 20735, Columbus, OH 43220

In an effort to be both ﬁscally and environmentally responsible, we will
send a full-color, interactive newsletter via e-mail unless you request a
hard copy be mailed to you.
1 I prefer a hard copy via regular U.S. mail
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